
BYC OPTIONS REPORT FOR PCC: 
Should we (a) extend and refurbish, (b) refurbish or (c) demolish and rebuild? 

 
(a) Extend and refurbish option 

Following a thorough review, it is recommended that we do not proceed with this option. In summary the 
reasons are: 

• Likely to take longer than new build 
• Reduces the financial predictability 
• Inefficiency of building small extensions (i.e. 2 metres along north elevation)  
• Cost likely to be similar to the cost of new build 
• Full VAT liability 
• Involves compromise in the design, given the constraints of the current footprint 
• It would look almost the same as it does now 
• See also notes below on what refurbishment would actually entail. 
 
The key argument hinges around what we understand refurbishment to mean - we will need much more 
than new windows, lighting, heaters, kitchen, toilets and a coat of paint.  

Considering a list of the key elements of the building, we discussed which could be kept, and which would 
need to be replaced. A tick box sheet KEEP/REPLACE is attached which lists the elements.  

Comments on these elements are as follows: 

HALL ROOF (pictured) 

• Roof felt has a limited life span 
• It leaks in various places 
• There is no roof insulation 
• Roof timbers appear in good 

condition 
• Steel frame appears in good 

condition 
• Roof gutters not visible but they leak 

through the ceiling on occasion. 

HALL ROOF refurbishment needed 

• Replace roof felt and gutters to stop 
leaks 

• It is unlikely that the Building Inspector would allow replacement of roof felt without adding insulation. 
Roof insulation standards have improved approximately 10-fold between 1970 and 2016 (i.e. the roof is 
losing heat at 10 times the rate of current standards)  

• Since the hall roof is un-ventilated, it is not possible to simply loose-lay insulation onto the ceiling 
because this would result in significant condensation within the roof void. It cannot be ventilated 
because of the style of the gutters. The method of insulation would involve removal of the roof felt, 
and the boards upon which it rests – since the ceiling is suspended from these boards (see photo) the 
ceiling would also be removed. New rigid insulation boards would be required immediately beneath the 
new roof covering (felt or something better) as this method (known as warm roof insulation) avoids 
condensation where ventilation is not possible. Such rigid insulation boards require support on timber 
roof joists at 600mm spacing which would involve at least 3 times as many joists as at present.  



The new joists and insulation boards would put additional load on the steel frame – we have no idea 
whether it is strong enough to support them 

• It appears that, at best, we could KEEP the steel frame if proven to be strong enough, and subject to 
checks on the strength of the foundations 
upon which the steel frame ultimately 
rests. 

VESTIBULE ROOF (pictured)  

• Apart from the fact that there is no steel 
frame, all of the comments above apply 

• The timber roof joists are likely to be at 
their structural limit for how far they 
span. It is unknown whether they would 
be strong enough to support new rigid 
insulation boards, though they are at the 
correct 600mm spacing which may avoid 
the need for additional joists. 

OFFICE CORRIDOR ROOF (not visible inside) 

• It is likely that the form of construction is 
the same as the vestibule roof. Hence all 
of the comments above apply 

• It is likely that the roof joists depend on a halfway support from the long wall between the office, 
kitchen, mens WC – and the long corridor. The new layout for this whole area (larger kitchen, larger 
office, relocated stores, new and relocated WC’s) will mean this supporting wall is very difficult to keep 
without seriously compromising the design 

• The rooflights are in poor condition both thermally and leakages 
• The glazing above the roof in the stores which encases the church stained glass windows is a major and 

serious fire hazard which must be addressed. 

OUTSIDE WALLS 

• It is not known whether these are cavity, or solid. The rear of the hall outside walls appear to be a pre-
fab panel  

• Wall insulation standards have improved approximately 5-6-fold between 1970 and 2016 (i.e. the 
outside walls are losing heat at 5-6 times the rate of current standards)  

• If a cavity exists it may be possible to add cavity fill insulation. The cavity is assumed to be 50mm and 
therefore additional plasterboard faced insulation board will also be needed as lining on the internal 
face. The pre-fab panels would need thicker internal lining to meet current standards. 

INSIDE WALLS 

• Until we have a design it is unclear which, if any inside walls could be kept. The wall between the hall 
and kitchen is the most likely possibility to keep  

• The new layout for the larger kitchen, larger office, relocated stores, new and relocated WC’s etc will 
make it unlikely to be able to keep any inside walls in this area. 

WINDOWS AND EXTERNAL DOORS 

• Thermal standards have improved approximately 4-fold between 1970 and 2016 (i.e. the roof is losing 
heat at 4 times the rate of current standards).  



• The condition of the windows and external doors is poor, both in practical terms and in their 
appearance. 

INTERNAL DOORS 

• The condition of the internal doors is poor, both in practical terms and in their appearance 

FLOOR FINISHES 

• Are partly a matter of opinion 
• Corridor blue tiles contain asbestos. They are safe as they are bonded, but must be removed by an 

asbestos contractor prior to any work on site (according to St Andrew’s asbestos report) 
• Other floor finishes somewhat depend on which rooms end up the same shape or size. 

FLOOR STRUCTURE 

• Assume this to be a concrete base, with no insulation 
• It would be virtually impossible to replace this unless we are demolishing the entire ancillary buildings. 
• Floor insulation standards have improved approximately 5-6-fold between 1970 and 2016 (i.e. the 

floors are losing heat at 5-6 times the rate of current standards).  

KITCHEN FITTINGS 

• Replacement of these is a fundamental requirement 

TOILETS 

• Replacement of these is a fundamental requirement 
• Note that if these are relocated closer to the entrance area then an amount of new underground 

drainage will be required. 

LIGHT FITTINGS 

• Assume replacement of these is a fundamental requirement 

ELECTRIC WIRING, PLUGS, SWITCHES ETC 

• Concerns have been expressed about the safety of parts of the wiring system 
• There will be a degree of new electrics to suit the new layout 
• The kitchen will require all new wiring, to suit new appliance positions, and for their higher power 

requirements. 

HEATERS AND RADIATORS 

• These are likely to be inefficient 
• Many will be in the wrong position for the new layout. 

PLUMBING PIPEWORK (heating, water etc) 

• There will be a degree of new plumbing pipework to suit the new layout 
• The kitchen will require all new plumbing, to suit new appliance positions 
• The new toilets will require all new plumbing 

STAGE IN HALL, CUPBOARDS (hall, vestibule, corridor etc),  
TERRACE, RAMP 

• Assume replacement of all of these is a fundamental requirement 

WHAT WOULD BE LEFT WITH? 

• Discuss…. 
 



(b)  Refurbishment option  

Based on the following points, we do not recommend pursuing the refurbishment option. 

• Refurbishment is likely to look much the same on the outside as it does now (just tidied up and 
somewhat smarter)  

• In view of the climate crisis it is assumed that we would consider it essential to address the issue of 
completely inadequate thermal standards in every element of the existing buildings. Under building 
regulations, if a thermal element is being renovated it must be done to the full current standards. Note 
also that Building Regulation standards are due to be updated in 2020 and we will need to comply with 
those new, and presumably higher standards 

• If we attempted to update only some thermal elements to meet current standards we risk 
condensation occurring at some point within the structure. Having some elements highly insulated 
whilst other elements are cold is not recommended 

• Everything we replace will cost about the same whether we put replacements into the old buildings or 
into a new building 

• Replacement of services (electrics, plumbing etc) are more difficult with refurbishment  

• Both refurbishment and new build would require some degree of demolition. New build simply needs 
everything demolished. Refurbishment needs partial, but more careful demolition 

• Refurbishment would involve a degree of compromise in the design, given the constraints of the 
current footprint  

• Refurbishment alone would not provide us with the size of building that we need, and is therefore 
unlikely to meet our aspirations or fulfil our vision 

• Reduced financial predictability, many unknown quantities such as how much underpinning we may 
need, what aspects a structural engineer and building inspector would consider acceptable 

• Cost differential between refurbishment and new build is likely to be much less than we had originally 
anticipated  

• Refurbishment will attract VAT on everything.  

 
(c) New Build option 

Our recommendation is that we pursue only the new build option. This is based on the following points: 

• The buildings will look new, smart and attract much interest 

• We will have purpose-built facilities, aesthetically acceptable, fit for purpose and likely to meet the 
requirements of the parish of St Andrew’s for many years to come. 

• Speed of construction likely to be faster 

• Greater degree of certainty as to final cost at early stage  

• All elements will meet current building regulations, of which significantly superior thermal performance 
will be of great benefit 

• Annual running costs much lower 

• Cost differential between refurbishment and new build is likely to be much less than anticipated 

• There could be savings on VAT  

• We can avoid up front design costs by omitting work on looking at various alternatives  

• No need to undertake trial holes thus avoiding unnecessary expense at this stage.  



 

 

 

 
Frances Reeve 
7 November 2019 

 

 
 
 

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY REFURBISHMENT?
Try thinking about what we would keep.

REFURBISHMENT
KEEP REPLACE ELEMENT

Roof felt (waterproofing layer)
Roof insulation (none exists)
Roof timbers 
Roof structural steel frame 
Roof lights
Roof gutters
Ceilings
Outside walls
Wall insulation (probably none)
Inside walls (around office, WCs, kitchen etc)
Windows
Doors (external)
Doors (internal)
Floor finishes (tiles, woodblock, carpet)
Floor structure (concrete base)
Kitchen fittings
Toilet fittings
Underground drains (if WCs relocate)
Light fittings
Electric wiring, plugs, switches etc
Heaters and radiators
Plumbing pipework (heating, water etc)
Stage in hall
Cupboards (hall, vestibule, corridor etc)
Terrace
Ramp


